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The stability of typical rotating fluid machinery such as single and multi-stage pumps is evaluated by using the finite element
method. The individual contribution of the impellers, bearings and seals to the stability and the dynamic interactions of these
fluid elements are examined. Various types of bearings and seals, such as annular smooth, parallel grooved and damper seals,
are compared for better rotor stability. The effect of the operating conditions on the stability is also investigated. The results
show that rotor stability can be easily improved by replacing the unstable fluid elements.
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INTRODUCTION

n recent years the operating conditions of rotating
fluid machinery tend towards higher speed and higher

pressure along with the rapid progress made in the
technology in industry and space development. In order
to raise the efficiency and prevent leakage flow at high
pressure, the clearance of fluid elements such as bear-
ings, non-contacting seals and impellers has to be de-
signed possibly smaller. However, with higher pressure,
higher speed and smaller clearance, greater fluid forces
occur and sometimes these forces cause unstable vibra-
tion.
To prevent such unstable vibration, firstly the dynamic

characteristics of these fluid elements and their indi-
vidual contribution to rotor stability must be made clear.
Work is being done, and many results have been obtained
by various researchers. Secondly, the combined effect of
these fluid elements on rotor stability and their interac-
tion must be investigated. Yang et al. [12] (1985)
investigated the effect of annular smooth and taper seals
on the stability of the single-stage pump rotor system.

Diewald et al. [3] (1987) showed a procedure to inves-
tigate the effect of annular smooth and grooved seals and
impellers on the stability of the Jeffcott rotor and the
multi-stage pump rotor system. These researches show
that the rotor stability is strongly affected by the fluid
elements, and the contribution of these elements to rotor

stability varies according to the operating conditions.
In this paper, continuing the research of Yang et al.

[12] (1985), the stability of typical rotating fluid machin-
ery such as the single-stage and multi-stage pumps which
consist of impellers, bearings and non-contacting seals is
evaluated by using the finite element method. The
individual contribution of the impellers, bearings as well
as seals to the stability, and the dynamic interactions of
these fluid elements are investigated. The contribution to
the rotor stability is evaluated by the logarithmic decre-
ment. For the linear and non-cross-coupled inertia rotor

system, the total logarithmic decrement of the rotor

system can be represented as the sum of the individual
decrements. Therefore, the stability of the rotor system
can be easily improved by changing the unstable fluid
elements in the design stage. In the investigation, some
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types of bearings and seals such as annular smooth,
parallel grooved and damper seals are compared to seek
better ones for the rotor stability. The effect of the
operating conditions on stability is also studied.

EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND
LOGARITHMIC DECREMENT

The analytical models of the single and multi-stage
pumps are shown in Fig. and Fig. 2. For general
application, the non-symmetrical single-stage pump is
taken. These rotor systems consist of bearings, impellers
and seals. For the convenience of analysis, the impeller is
looked upon as a disk which has the same mass and same
moment of inertia as the practical impeller. If the rotor
rotates with a steady angular velocity to, the equation of
motion of the disk elements in the coordinates illustrated
in Fig. 2 is as follows:

(IMP] + [MJr]){/]} o[O]{4} {F} (i)

where [M and IMP] are respectively the mass matrices
for translational and bending motions; [Gd] is gyroscopic
matrix; {F} is the force vector acting on the disks.
The equation of motion of the journal elements is

given by the expression

([MI +[Mr]){qe} to[Ge]{g]e} + [ge]{qe} ={fe} (2)

where { qe} { qt, qr} r {x, y, 4x, 4,} r, [M,e], [M], [ae],
[Ke] are the mass matrices of translational and bending
motions, gyroscopic matrix and stiffness matrix respec-
tively; {Fe} is the fluid force vector of bearings, impel-
lers and seals, and they are expressed as follows:

FIGURE 2 Model of multi-stage pump.

{F} [C]{4} + [K]{qt}

{FI} [Mi]{]t} + [Ci]{Ot} + [Ki]{qt}

{Fs } [Ms] { aJt } + [Cs] { 4t } + [Ks] { q,}

where [MI], [Ms] are the inertia coefficient matrices;
[C,], [CI], [Cs] are the damping coefficient matrices;
[K,], [KI], [Ks] are the stiffness coefficient matrices.
Substituting Eq.(3) into Eq. (2), and combining the
equations of disk elements and journal elements, the
equation motion of the rotor system can be obtained.

[M]{4} + [C]{4} + [K]{q} {F} (4)

where {F} is the external force not including the fluid
forces of bearings, impellers and seals. To determine the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, the characteristic equation
of Eq. (4) is rewritten in the following form:

[C] [M]

or

[D]{:) + [E]{z) {0} (6)

Impeller

Seal lJ], Seal2

Bearing ng 2

1o

FIGURE Model of single-stage pump.

Letting the generalized solution of Eq. (6) have the
form

then Eq. (6) yields

{} {#}e’’ (7)

{[/])+ [D]-1 + [E]}{O} {0} (s)

where X and {c}} are the eigenvalue and eigenvector,
respectively. They can be obtained by solving Eq. (8).

In general, the eigenvalues are conjugate complex, and
expressed in the following form:

)k O -I" joi, h O --jo (9)
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where means i-th natural mode. The logarithmic dec-
rement of the rotor system is defined as

O

i-" -2’rr (10)
o.)

In order to investigate the effects of the fluid elements on
the rotor stability, the logarithmic decrements of the fluid
elements have to be determined. These logarithmic
decrements can be obtained by the eigenvalue and
eigenvector through the following transformation [9]
(1982).

Substituting the i-th conjugate eigenvalues )ti, ti and
i-th conjugate eigenvectors {/}, {/} into the charac-
teristic equation of Eq. (4), the following equations are
obtained.

x + X,[C]{,,} + I/q{,,} {0}

[M]{ i} -- i[C]{ i} -it- [K]{ i} {0} (11)

Furthermore, expressing the mass matrix, damping
matrix and stiffness matrix as the sum of symmetric parts
M*, C*, K* and unsymmetric parts AM, AC, AK, then
the above equations become

)k/2[M* -[- AM]{,/} -t- NiEC*+ AC]{q/i} -[- [g* -- AK],{,i}
{0}

[M*+ AM]{i} -+- -i[C*n- AC]{i} nt- [K*nt- mg]

{ q/i} {0} (I 2)

where [AM] -[AM]r [AC], -[AC]r, [AK]
-[A/flr

Premultiplying equations of (12) by {(pi} r and {i}r,
and introducing the following expressions

T{* i} [M ]{tpi} {i}r[M*]{ i} mi

T{* i} [C 1{/i} {i}T[M*]{ 1 i} ci

(h -)m + (h + -2)mmi--l-()kint--i)c; ()k
+ hi)mc "nt- 2Ak 0 (14)

Because the unsymmetric mass Ami is caused by the
impellers and seals, and it is usually much smaller than
the sysmmetric mass m, it is ignored here. Substituting
Eq. (9) into Eq. (14), the real part of the eigenvalues is
obtained.

O,)iC "-t- m k
(15)Oti 2toim -[- A ci

Therefore, the logarithmic decrement is expressed as
follows"

i qTtOi Ci -[- 7rAki
i 27r-

to 60 m q- toiAci/2
(16)

For the present rotor systems, c*i and Ak; can be
expressed as the sum of the fluid elements.

Ci {-i}T[c*]{li}

nB ns
TE({IIIBi}[C*B]j{qIBi}j) -[- E({qISi}j [Cs]j{lllSi}j)

j=l j=l

-- E({ li};[Cl*]j{lIi}j)
j=l

?’/B /’/S

E(CBi)j + E (Csi)j -- E (CIi)j
j=l j=l j=l

mki {- i}T [Ak]j{ i}

rlB

E({m}[Ak]y {@rely) +
j=l j=l

{* i} [K ]{1/i} { i}T[M*]{ I1 i} ki

{ i}T[AM]{,i} {,}T[AM]{, i} J A m

{- i}T[AC]{qli} {,i}T[Ac]{- i} j A C

{-i}T[AK]{qji} {,i}T[AK]{-i} j A k (13)

the difference of the two equations of Eq. (12) can be
written as follows"

-- E({ li};[Akl]j{l11i}j)
j=l

nB ns,(AN Bi)j nt- E (Aksi) + E(Ak i/)
j=l j=l j=l

(17)

Substituting the above expressions into Eq. (16), the
logarithmic decrement expressed as the sum of the
individual elements is obtained.
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//B /’/S /’/I

j=l j=l j=l

where nB, and ns, and n are the total numbers of the
bearings, seals and impellers, respectively

EXAMPLE OF ANALYSIS

Stability of Single-Stage Pumps

The calculation is based on the conditions in Table 1. In
the calculation, the bearing dynamic coefficients and
impeller dynamic coefficients of references [7] (1984)
and [11] (1987) are used, while the dynamic coefficients
of seals are obtained by the calculating method given in
[5] (1989) and [6] (1990).
The loci of eigenvalues of Eq. (8) for single-stage

pump rotor systems with smooth, damper and parallel
grooved seals are illustrated in Fig. 3. Here, only the two
eigenvalues in or near to the unstable region (o > 0) are
given. In these figures, coo is the first eigenfrequency of
the rotor without seals and bearings. The numbers
marked on the loci are the ratios at rotating speed N to
coo In the present rotating region, the stability of the rotor
system is dependent on the eigenvalue of root 1. There-
fore, the stability is discussed as to this eigenvalue by
means of the logarithmic decrement.
From the point of view of energy, the rotor system is

releasing energy to the outside so that the system tends to

TABLE
Specification of single-stage pump

Bearing length (mm) 60
Bearing diameter (mm) 60
Bearing clearance (mm) 0.06
Seal length (mm) 20 ---40
Seal diameter (mm) 120
Seal clearance (mm) 0.2--0.6
Impeller width (mm) 80
Impeller diameter (mm) 300
Impeller clearance (mm) 0.5
Pressure difference (M Pa) 4.9
Oil viscosity (mPa.s) 16.7
Oil temperature (C) 60
Water temperature (C) 50
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With smooth seal

we 538.2 rad/s

2.4 a 2.0

a. rootl
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root2 2.4 , 2.0
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’ .o rootl
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FIGURE 3 Complex eigenvalues.
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FIGURE 4 Logarithmic decrements.

stabilize with the lapse of time, if the logarithmic
decrement is positive; while, if the logarithmic decre-
ment is negative, the rotor system is absorbing energy
from the outside so that the system enlarges the ampli-
tude and tends to unstabilize with the lapse of time [9]
(1982). Figure 4 shows the logarithmic decrements of the
bearings, seals, impellers and the total rotor systems. For
this natural mode, the contribution of the impeller to the
stability is very small. The logarithmic decrements of the
seals are positive, which means the stable effect on the
rotor stability, but the logarithmic decrements of the
bearings are almost negative, which means an unstable
effect on the rotor stability.
The logarithmic decrements of the rotor systems with

smooth, damper and parallel grooved seals are shown in
Fig. 5. The results show that the logarithmic decrements
of rotor systems with smooth and damper seals are
similar, and the stability of these systems are better than
that of rotor systems with parallel grooved seals. In
actual machinery, investigation of rotor stability with a
specific rotating speeds or in a specific rotating region is
usually necessary. The logarithmic decrements of rotor
systems with different seals at specific rotating speed
N/too are shown in Fig. 6, where the mode shape of
the rotor system is shown, too. These results are drawn in
the form of bar graphs for the convenience of clarity.
From these results the contribution of every fluid element
to rotor stability can be immediately recognized. The
rotor stability can be improved by replacing the unstable
elements with stable elements. This will be discussed in
next section.

2.0

1.5

0.5

positive Wo 538.2 rad/s
negative

With grooved seal

With damper seal

/ .,’
/ With smooth seal /

/i/I
/ I/

O.8 1.0
Nondimentional frequency (co/COo)

FIGURE 5 Comparison of logarithmic decrement.
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,4,-
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FIGURE 6 Logarithmic decrement at (N/oo=l).

The influence of preswirl velocity Vt in seals on rotor
stability is investigated, and the results are shown in Fig.
7. This figure shows that positive preswirl velocity exerts
an unstable influence on rotor stability; while negative
preswirl velocity exerts a stable influence on rotor
stability. This result is in agreement with the individual
research of seals [4]---[6].

Stability of Multi-Stage Pumps

The specification of multi-stage pumps is illustrated in
Table 2. The logarithmic decrements of rotor systems

0.1

w0 538.2 rad/s With smooth seal

1.04
Nondimentional frequency (co/co o)

FIGURE 7 Effect of preswirl velocity on logarithmic decrement.

TABLE 2
Specification of multi-stage pump

Bearing length (mm) 80
Bearing diameter (mm) 60
Bearing clearance (ram) 0.06
Seal length (mm) 20 ---40
Seal diameter (ram) 100
Seal clearance (mm) 0.2"-0.6
Impeller width (mm) 40
Impeller diameter (mm) 300
Impeller clearance (mm) 0.5
Pressure difference (MPa) 4.9
Oil viscosity (mPa.s) 16.7
Oil temperature (C) 60
Water temperature (C) 50

and fluid elements at N oo 19671.6 rpm are studied
and shown in Fig. 8, where the mode shapes of rotor

systems are shown, too. In the investigation, some of
seals or bearings are changed in order to improve rotor
stability and find the interactions of these fluid elements.

In the case of (a), five parallel grooved seals are used
in the rotor system. The total logarithmic decrement
shows a negative value because of the unstable effects of
the seals and the bearings. If the parallel grooved seal
is replaced by a damper seal, the rotor system becomes
stable (b). Furthermore, by replacing all the grooved
seals with damper seals, the rotor system becomes more
stable (c). It is found that after the replacement of the
seals, not only the logarithmic decrements of the seals
but also those of the bearings are changed. If the circle
bearings are replaced with tilting pad bearings instead of
the seals, as shown in (d), the rotor stability can also be
improved. In this case, the logarithmic decrements of the
seals are also changed. It is considered that the interac-
tive variation of the fluid elements is caused by the
variation of the natural mode, because the logarithmic
decrement is dependent on the natural mode, which has
been demonstrated in the previous section. According to
the above discussion, the interaction of other elements
must be considered when evaluating the effect of the
fluid element on rotor stability.

CONCLUSION

The present analysis supports the following conclusions:

1. In rotating fluid machinery, the investigation of the
effect of the individual fluid element on rotor stability
is an effective method for the purpose of the
evaluation of rotor stability and dynamic design.
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FIGURE 8 Logarithmic decrement of multi-stage pump.

2. Rotor stability can be improved by replacing the
unstable or other elements. Such replacements
usually cause a variation on the logarithmic
decrements of the other elements.

3. The effect of preswirl velocity in seals on the stability
is consistent with that ofthe individual research on
seals.

Nomenclature

C (N. s/m)
F (N)
K (N/m)
M (kg)
N (rpm)

V, (re
x,y,z

X
D

Damping coefficient
Force
Stiffness coefficient
Inertia coefficient
Rotating speed of rotor
Number of fluid elements
Preswirl velocity in seal
Coordinates
Real part of eigenvalue
Logarithmic decrement
Eigenvalue
Rotationary coordinates
Eigenvector
Eigenfrequency or imaginary part of
eigenvalue
Eigenfrequency of rotor system without
fluid

Subscript

B Bearing
I Impeller
S Seal

Superscript

T Transposed (matrix)
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